
Designing an Oil Spill Solution
Overview:

● Students will conduct simple research to understand what happens to the environment
when there is an oil spill.  Next, students will work in teams to identify what techniques,
materials, and approaches work best to remove the oil from a mock ocean and birds.

Goal:
● Students will work in teams collaboratively to solve real life problems.

Standards:
● Standard One: Students will apply the engineering design process, troubleshooting,

research and development, invention and innovation, and experimentation in problem
solving and engineering design.

● Standard Two: Students will be able to apply concepts of science, technology, and
mathematics in an engineering design process.

● Standard Three: Students will be able to be creative and innovative in their thought
process and actions.

● Standard Four: Students are able to use effective communication and teamwork skills to
acquire information and convey engineered outcomes to a variety of stakeholders.

● Standard Five: Students will be able to investigate and analyze the impact of engineering
on a global society.

(The American Society of Engineering Education)

Objectives:
● Students will gain an understanding of the effects of oil spills on the environment.
● Students will employ the 5Es as they design solutions to clean up oil spills.
● Students will work collaboratively to solve problems while working in small groups.
● Students will develop greater empathy for marine life and birds.

Materials:
● Cotton balls
● Container
● Sponge
● Vegetable oil: amount depends on the container, use a 1:4 oil to water ratio
● Plastic spoons
● Dawn dish soap
● Plastic cups: to put soap and cotton balls in
● Cocoa powder: to mix with oil and make it look like crude oil
● Bird feathers
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Procedures:
● Display the photo from this website and ask the students what they think may have

happened to these animals.
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2010/06/photogalleries/100608-gulf-oil-spill-e
nvironment-birds-animals-pictures/

● Next ask students if anyone remembers the BP Oil spill coined the Deepwater Horizon
Oil Spill? Explain that they will begin this unit by conducting a little research to be able
to answer the following questions:

o What was the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
o Who and what did it affect?

● Explain to the students that they will be acting as researchers and scientists to test a
variety of household powders, liquids, and objects to see which of those items will help
clean up an oil spill.

● Group students into teams of four.
● Provide each group with a pan with water (tinted blue), oil, feathers and a little cocoa

powder.
● Students should use the other materials and test which ones remove the oil from the water

and the birds the best. Students should record their findings on the test result document.
● After all students have completed the activity, have each group share their results with the

rest of the class by describing their test sample, their procedure, and their results.

Teacher Tips:
● Have materials ready for the class.
● Have lots of materials to help students to clean up their experiment.
● Ask probing questions regarding students’ trials to help them think through their choices

in relationship to their expected results.

Evaluation:
● As a group, students will conduct an evaluation of their success in cleaning up the oil

using the rubric in the evaluation section of the design document.  As an individual,
students will complete the Designing an Oil Spill Solution Questionnaire.

Extension Activities:
● Have students research methods that scientists used to clean up the oil.  Below are

examples of a few:
● Bioremediation: using microorganisms or biological agents to break down or remove

oil
● Dredging: some oils are actually denser than water, and would sink. These would

require cleaning below the surface of the impacted water.
● Skimming: can be effective in areas where the water is calm.
● Dispersion: materials such as some detergents can disperse oil into smaller clusters

that may be easier to remove than larger areas. However, the detergents can sink
deeper into the water than oil does, so it may cause harm deeper in the water while
reducing negative environmental impact on the surface.
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● Burning: controlled burning can often eliminate a large proportion of oil in water, but
of course requires great care to avoid having the fire spread. The burning oil can also
cause air pollution.

(Information regarding how scientists clean up oil spills was an excerpt from:
www.tryengineering.org)
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Designing an Oil Spill Solution

Planning:

Meet with your team and review your materials.  Next, agree upon a specific plan of attack. What
materials will your team use?  How will you use them?  Below, draw a sketch and write a short
explanation of the team's clean up system.

Testing:

Employ your clean up approaches.  With each attempt explain what worked and what did not
work.

Evaluation:

Consider your team’s success.  Rate your progress using the 5-point rubric listed below.

1 2 3 4 5
Most of the oil
still remains

90% of the oil
still remains

60% of the oil
still remains

30% of the oil
still remains

Very little of the
oil still remains
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Designing an Oil Spill Solution Questionnaire

1. What was the most successful part of your solution?

2. Which solutions did not work?  What do you think went wrong?

3. Did you revise your plan throughout the process? If so, how did you change it?

4. Why might a team of environmental engineers change their planned approach to an oil
spill cleanup once they arrived on the site? Do you think it is common that professionals
change their plans while on the job?
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